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OUR SHOW
From healthcare and biotechnology to forests and fisheries, the evolving study of genomics is 
leading to some of the most exciting and world-changing discoveries in science and medicine. 
Like – did you know that your individual genomic signature can help determine the healthcare 
treatment you receive? Or that mapping the genomes of trees can inform forest management?

But while the study of genomics holds great promise for the health of people, animals, and the 
environment, it also confronts us with big questions: How do we study genetic patterns in a 
way that respects sensitive genetic information, history and equity? How do we use the power 
of genomic research to fight climate change? Save the salmon? Join Dr. Kaylee Byers – a self-
described “rat detective” and science communicator as she guides you through fascinating 
conversations about the what the why and the “hunh?” of genomics.
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OUR FOCUS
SEASON TWO LAUNCH DATE: OCTOBER 18, 2022
Nice Genes will focus on:
• Easily digestible, fresh and interesting episodes
• Fun and inquisitive perspectives
• Unbiased and balanced information
• Clear explanation of local relevance (and the work Genome BC funds)

Our Approach will be to:
• Look at topics through a curious, inquiry-based lens
• Not present our host as someone who has all the answers
• Present our host as a representative of the audience’s curiosity
• Laugh at ourselves

Our Target Audience are:
• Science Curious Millennials and Gen Z

Whether they are busy parents, teachers who are short on time, enthusiastic
students or just generally interested in science, this group loves to learn about
new and exciting developments in science and how it can be used to improve
the lives of humans and animals, as well as the environment and combat the
climate crisis. Hearing fun facts about science while they are on the go is the
ideal format for the busy and multitasking Science Curious!



OUR HOST

DR. KAYLEE BYERS

Dr. Kaylee Byers (she/her) is a One Health scientist, urban 
wildlife ecologist, and health communications researcher 
investigating innovative ways to improve the health of 
people, wildlife and ecosystems. She serves as both the 
Deputy Director of the British Columbia Node of the 
Canadian Wildlife Health Cooperative and as a University 
Research Associate at Simon Fraser University.
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Animation by: Armin Mortazavi | @armin.cartoonist

Photo credit: Grady Mitchell

Dr. Byers completed a PhD in Interdisciplinary Studies at the 
University of British Columbia where she studied urban rats 
and the physical and mental health risks they pose to people.

For the past decade she has been an active science 
communicator, co-founding the science seminar series Nerd 
Nite Vancouver and its spin-off podcast Nerdin’ About. She 
also provides science communication training through the 
organization SciCATs (the Science Communication Action 
Team). 

When she isn’t thinking about or talking about science, you 
can ind her paddleboarding, knitting in a hammock or 
brainstorming her next pun.



OUR FIRST EPISODES
EPISODE 1: 
GENETICS VS. GENOMICS: WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
GUESTS: DR. SAMANTHA YAMMINE, “SCIENCE SAM”

“Genomics? Isn’t that just Genetics? Are we making up words now?” 
Look, we get it.

Nice Genes! host Dr.Kaylee Byers talks with neuroscientist and science 
communicator Dr. Samantha Yammine (‘Science Sam’) to get the downlow 
on what “genomics” actually means. They’ll explore extinct species, secret 
photographs, and the DNA jungle that lies within our brains; all just the tip of the 
iceberg when it comes to discovering the fabulous possibilities of genomics.  
Suit up and put your nerd snorkels on, people, because we’re diving in! 

EPISODE 2: 
THE RIGHT MEDS: CAN GENOMICS HELP YOU FIND 
THE PERFECT ANTIDEPRESSANT FOR YOUR BODY?  
GUEST: DR. JEHANNINE AUSTIN & DR. TRAVIS HODGES

The world of pharmacology helps a lot of people manage mental health 
conditions such as depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. But, 
frankly, it can often be a bumpy road to discover the right medication for your 
body.

Dr. Kaylee Byers speaks with award-winning Genetic Counselor Dr. Jehannine 
Austin on how pharmaco-genomics is taking the guesswork out of prescriptions 
by observing your unique DNA blueprint. Spitting in tubes, traversing the ‘Dark 
Genome’ and navigating mountains of optimistic (and not so optimistic) 
data may just hold the key to unlocking the enigmas of genomic science and 
psychiatry.

With special appearances from Behavioral Neuroendocrinologist 
Dr. Travis Hodges and pharmaco-genomic testing partner Lisa Ridgeway, we 
discuss the lived experiences and behavioral indicators of those living with 
complex mental health ailments.
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OUR FIRST EPISODES
EPISODE 3: 
THE INVISIBLE FOOTPRINT: HOW THE HUNT FOR 
WILD SPECIES LEADS TO eDNA
CO-HOST: DR. CYLITA GUY 
GUESTS: GABI FLEURY & DR. ESKE WILLERSLEV

Most of us have a hard-enough time looking for our cell phone chargers in the 
dark. So imagine trying to find something that’s hidden high in building raters, 
deep in muddy bogs, or scattered across endless savannahs. And now, imagine 
the thing you’re looking for has fangs… and sharp claws.

Dr. Kaylee Byers and her wing-woman Dr. Cylita Guy, call-in wildlife 
conservationist Gabi Fleury to assist in answering, ‘How do you find that which 
doesn’t want to be found? And should you?’  

Rats, Bats, and cats weasel their way into this exciting conversation on how the 
study of genomics may be the “hopping off point” into a more sustainable future.

Also joining us is world famous DNA scientist, professor and globe-trotting 
adventurer Eske Willerslev, sharing the secret weapon he pioneered to find some 
of the world’s most elusive creatures.

EPISODE 4: 
DECODING ANCESTRY: RACE IS NOT GENETIC
CO-HOST: DR. SHAWN HERCULES 
GUESTS: DR. JANINA JEFF (A.K.A. “Dr.J2”) & DR. ESKE WILLERSLEV

TW: racism, systemic racism

What exactly is the relationship between race and genetics? And where do 
concepts of ancestry and identity enter the conversation? In the realm of 
genomics, these are myths waiting to be busted.

“What does the information stored in our genomes tell us about our past and our 
present?” Dr. Kaylee Byers and Co-host Dr. Shawn Hercules join forces to break 
into this fundamental question of science, ancestry and race.

With guests, “Genet-SIS” and Executive Producer of the podcast In Those 
Genes, Dr. Janina Jeff (A.K.A. “Dr.J²”) and globe-trotting scientist and ancient 
DNA expert Dr. Eske Willerslev, join us for this fascinating episode about race, 
ancestry and genomics without borders.
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OUR FIRST EPISODES
EPISODE 5: 
NODDING OUR TUSKS TO HEROIC MUTATIONS
GUESTS: DR. BRIAN ARNOLD & DR. MARIA PIA MIGLIETTA

Just like any good superhero comic, we start this episode with the science going 
incredibly wrong. Think: vats of toxic waste producing evil mutants that ravage 
the city. Or maybe not so evil. It really depends on your perspective. Just like the 
X-men, genetic mutations get a bad rap in the public eye. But they aren’t all nasty.

Dr. Kaylee Byers speaks with data scientist and evolutionary biologist Dr. Brian 
Arnold on how the genetic ‘mistakes’ known as variants occasionally encode 
incredible abilities. Odd elephants, incredible creatures hiding in our ocean 
depths, and Rogue-ish bacteria are just a few examples. Dr. Arnold defends 
these genetic anomalies, and explains how they can make a huge difference to 
the future of humanity and life on this planet. Also joining us is marine biologist 
Dr. Maria Pia Miglietta, who shares an incredible ability sitting in our ocean 
depths. Immortality.

So strap on your capes, because we’re heading straight into the strange terrain 
of “heroic mutations.”

EPISODE 6: 
COLD CASE: SOLVING MURDER MYSTERIES 
WITH GENOMICS
GUESTS: CeCe MOORE & EVE LAZARUS

TW: murder, mention of suicide, violent imagery

In order to seek genomic justice, you have to get out of the lab and into the field.

Dr. Kaylee Byers grabs a magnifying glass and a deerstalker cap as she goes 
to the scene of one of North America’s oldest cold case murder mysteries, the 
“Babes in the Woods.” This over 70-year-old unsolved case has finally had some 
closure due to emerging forensic genomic science.

But while looking for leads, Dr. Byers spots a bright red thread pointing her to 
questions about how our genomics are being accessed by law enforcement. 
How can genomics bring justice to unsolved mysteries? And at what cost are we 
willing to pay to find answers?

Genetic Genealogist, Cece Moore, from ABC’s Prime time series The Genetic 
Detective, helps connect the dots. And partnering with us to get to the bottom 
of one of Canada’s oldest mysteries is true crime author and podcaster Eve 
Lazarus from Cold Case Canada.
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NICE GENES! S1 ANALYTICS

REVIEWS:

Informative and Engaging

In addition to myth busting, this podcast provides 
important information on the role genomics plays 
in every aspect of life from healthcare to diversity 
conservation to tackling climate change. Dr. Byers is 
an engaging educator who hosts a variety of guests. 
The podcast is great for those new to genomics but 
also provides framing and prospective relevant to 
people who’ve been working in the field for a while. 
Highly recommended! 
Science Writer Yo via Apple Podcasts · Canada

1,024
Total Downloads

98% Average 
Listen-Through Rate

Best Performing Episode: 
Genetrics Vs. Genomics

308 downloads

Over 50+
Countries Listening

PODCAST STATISTICS AS OF AUGUST 1, 2022

PODCAST AUDIENCE AS OF AUGUST 1, 2022
• Gender:

* Female: 55%
* Male: 39%
* Non-binary: 5%

• Ages:
* 18-22 : 15% * 23-27: 19%
* 28-34 : 24% * 35-44: 24%
* 45-59 : 17% * 60-150: 2%

• Geographic:
* 60% Canada
* 25% USA
* 15% International

LISTEN IF YOU WANT TO:
• Learn About Genomics

• Hear From Science Experts

• Hear Inspiring True Stories

• Geek Out About Cool Science

• Discover New Reseach

• Expand Your Knowledge

Mental Health Genetics in 30ish minutes

Dr. Byers’ carefully-chosen guests make mental health 
genetics accessible to everyone! Prof. Jehannine 
Austin’s whirlwind history of genetic studies is a must 
for every student looking to understand how the 
evidence got that way! 
VanGrouvy via Apple Podcasts · Canada

A must listen!

“I loved this podcast. Host Dr. Kaylee Burns is so funny 
and informative as she talks about everything from 
extinct species, secret photographs, & the DNA jungle 
within our brains.” 
funtime245 via Apple Podcasts · Canada

Great podcast for science lovers

Awesome science podcast that makes genomics 
accessible, interesting, and — dare I say it — fun! 
iloomis99 via Apple Podcasts · Canada



Genome BC is committed to equity, diversity and inclusion in the work we do, and to take a stand 
against racism and all forms of discrimination, particularly in the areas of science and genomics. 
We recognize that this is a process that requires a sustainable approach. We will listen, learn and 
act, not just today, but over time, in order to live up to our commitment.

OUR COMMITMENT TO 
EQUITY, DIVERSITY 
& INCLUSION
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Genome BC embraces an educational lens, dedicated to explaining the value of the study of genomics 
to industry, government, and individuals. This podcast is aimed specifically at younger Millennials and 
Gen Z audiences to inspire them to get involved with science, as a way of ensuring a brighter future. 
We do this in two ways: 

INDIRECTLY
• Through topic choice: We are choosing episode topics and central characters that clearly represent

the above values, and that reflect the wide variety of topic areas that genomics intersects with.
• Through guest selection: Each episode features a guest with active experience in one of the key

topic areas (eg: forestry, race, sustainability, agriculture, disease tracking, conservation, etc.). This
could be “lived experience” (as in, they are affected by a genomics related issue) or “scientific
experience” (as in, they are studying this area).

• Through sound design and storytelling: Each episode uses the benefit of SFX and music to enhance
the quality of the episode. These subtle enhancements will signal to the audience the unique sound
of ‘Nice Genes’.

DIRECTLY
• Through the host’s narration, questions, and “key takeaways”: The host reflects on the topic of the

episode through a lens that values the role of genomics.

OUR VALUES & CULTURE



Listen to Nice Genes on all your favourite podcast apps!

OUR CHANNELS

Follow Genome BC online!

Facebook
/Genomebc/

Twitter
@GenomeBC

Instagram
@genomebc

Apple Podcasts Google Podcasts Spotify And more!
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YouTube
@genomicseducation

OUR LAUNCH
Season Two Launch date: October 18, 2022

Release Schedule: Bi-monthly on Tuesdays

For PR and Media Inquiries: 

Listen to our trailer Click here for the latest episode

LinkedIn
@Genome British Columbia

Amazon Music

To learn more about the show, visit us online at GENOMEBC.CA

Marjorie Henderson, Communications Manager, Digital Media, Genome BC, 
Phone: 587-926-8001
Email: media@genomebc.ca

https://www.facebook.com/Genomebc/
https://www.facebook.com/Genomebc/
https://twitter.com/genomebc
https://twitter.com/genomebc
https://www.instagram.com/genomebc/
https://www.instagram.com/genomebc/
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/nice-genes/id1622851335
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/nice-genes/id1622851335
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9vbW55LmZtL3Nob3dzL25pY2UtZ2VuZXMvcGxheWxpc3RzL3BvZGNhc3QucnNz
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9vbW55LmZtL3Nob3dzL25pY2UtZ2VuZXMvcGxheWxpc3RzL3BvZGNhc3QucnNz
https://open.spotify.com/show/1QMp75HRv58202xP8HrOwN?si=0d5b10d694084983&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/show/1QMp75HRv58202xP8HrOwN?si=0d5b10d694084983&nd=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/genomicseducation
https://www.youtube.com/user/genomicseducation
https://omny.fm/shows/nice-genes/coming-soon-nice-genes
https://link.chtbl.com/fFFhXEuC
https://www.linkedin.com/company/genome-british-columbia/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/genome-british-columbia/
https://music.amazon.ca/podcasts/a347275a-ce02-4d68-ba97-b9e75d86f9ff/nice-genes
https://music.amazon.ca/podcasts/a347275a-ce02-4d68-ba97-b9e75d86f9ff/nice-genes
https://www.genomebc.ca/nice-genes

